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with increased privacy actions from the government, industry, & consumers. 

delivers targeting, relevance, recency, transparency, & scale all at the page-level.



Getting contextual targeting right is hard, and legacy keyword providers 
suffer from issues with:

We provide brands, agencies, data companies, & DSPs with a scaled, 
strong intent signal that leverages:

▪ Having to think like a library scientist to assemble your 

targeting criteria

▪ Targeting irrelevant inventory due to error-prone keyword-
based targeting

▪ Targeting old inventory which is no longer relevant, like home 

& section fronts which change context rapidly

▪ Lacking clarity on where your ads will run, leading to unease 

around brand safety

▪ Targeting a fixed list of pages based on keywords with limited 

ability to produce qualified scale

Context is a great way to identify an audience, assuming you can properly identify the content and find enough of it. 

▪ Capture broad or focused targets with ease by using example URLs that 
match your intent

▪ Our topic-based matching engine avoids the relevance pitfalls of 
keywords

▪ Scoring and targeting of only article pages, not channel/home or social

▪ Recency of consumption (30 day lookback window)

▪ Insights around your exact page-level targets, so you know you’re 

targeting with accuracy & brand safety

▪ Qualified page-level reach extension based on observed content 

consumption



What should be a simple target – promoting Malibu Beach travel – can be challenging to 
create in legacy keyword systems. 

It’s hard to capture the right context with only keywords. We compared the top 50 
placements from Grapeshot to those from corresponding Spectrum Content TargetsTM

and found that only half the pages Grapeshot wants you to buy are relevant. 

Grapeshot identifies home & section front placements which may have once included 
content relevant to your topic, but likely no longer do. Spectrum doesn’t put home & 

section fronts in our Content TargetsTM since topics on these pages change frequently. 

On the surface, legacy systems like Grapeshot advertise massive page-level scale for
a given topic. In reality, much of your spend could be wasted on that inventory due to 

relevance, recency, and environment issues.

% of non-article pages (high topic churn)

Grapeshot Spectrum

Auto 22% 0%

Food 14% 0%

Home 26% 0%

% of pages judged acceptable or better for topic

Grapeshot Spectrum

Auto 40% 98%

Food 54% 98%

Home 52% 90%

Are you able to find your target audience? Are your ads running on pages with 
outdated topics?

Is this where you want your car 
ad to run?

The Open Web is 6B pages large as of 
January 20201. Is 6% of all Web content 

truly about vintage automobiles?
1. www.worldwidewebsize.com

http://www.worldwidewebsize.com/


offers flexibility 

to fit your needs with our 

custom Content TargetsTM that 

generate page-level cookieless 

segments, audience segments, 

& insights around additional 

areas to target, all based on 

recently observed content 

consumption behavior. 



enables you to extend your targeting tactics 
based on observed content consumption 

behavior & scale beyond endemic content to 
connect with your ideal audiences. 

We deliver relevance-focused, data-driven 
insights – in real time – by extending your reach 
& connecting with consumers as they’re reading 

other topics of interest to them. 

Use Spectrum’s Audience Intelligence to expand 
page-level and/or audience segments on your 

managed service and/or data campaigns. 



As cookies diminish and you're forced to shift your ad spend elsewhere, 
leverage qualified contextual targeting through the Spectrum Platform:

www.spectrumplatform.com

http://www.spectrumplatform.com/

